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Tuners

Ultra-Compact Polyphonic Tuner with 
Multiple Tuning Modes and Built-In 
BONAFIDE BUFFER

POLYTUNE 3

When it was introduced in 2010, 
the original POLYTUNE forever 
revolutionized the way musicians 
tune their instruments. Praised by 
professional and amateur players, 
guitar tuning instantly became 
as simple as Strum - Tune - Rock! 
So how do you make the best-selling 
polyphonic tuner even better? 
You take it to the next level by: 
providing multiple tuning modes, 
including polyphonic, chromatic, strobe and a variety of altered tunings; 
adding an onboard BONAFIDE BUFFER to preserve your tone over long 
cable runs and pedal board signal paths; and upgrading the LED display for 
even higher tuning accuracy. Say hello to your next tuner – POLYTUNE 3.

POLYTUNE Fast
Whether you're a mega-super rock star, 
a seasoned pro or a passionate bedroom 
shredder, POLYTUNE 3 gets you in tune quickly 
and accurately. Depending on your needs, 
you can choose polyphonic for tuning all strings 
at the same time for your live gig, chromatic for 
more precision during a songwriting session, 
and strobe for the ultimate in precision when 
you're laying down tracks. 

*Warranty details can be found at musictri.be.

## Ultra-compact polyphonic tuner 
gives you fast, accurate tuning 
and a high-quality tone tool in 
a single unit

## Quickly get in tune with polyphonic, 
chromatic and strobe tuning modes

## Built-in all-analog BONAFIDE 
BUFFER circuitry preserves your 
tone through long cable runs and 
convoluted pedal boards 

## Polyphonic tuning lets you tune all 
your strings at once

## Lightning-fast chromatic tuner 
offers 0.5 cent accuracy

## Ultra-precise strobe tuner gives you 
±0.02 cent accuracy for ultimate 
tuning performance

## Exceptional buffer keeps your 
tone transparent and crisp with 
a 1 MΩ input, 100 Ω output and 
extremely high >112 dB signal 
to noise ratio

## Switchable true bypass / buffer 
modes let you optimize signal 
integrity for any setup

## “Always on” tuning mode keeps 
tuner on and detecting even when 
not muted

## Super-bright 109-LED display and 
an ambient light detector provide 
an instant clear readout in all 
viewing conditions

## Automatically switches between 
polyphonic and monophonic tuning 
modes based on how many strings 
you play

## 3-Year Warranty Program*

## Designed and engineered 
in Denmark
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Get Buffed!
POLYTUNE 3 includes the iconic BONAFIDE BUFFER, our renowned guitar buffer that ensures zero 
signal degradation – no matter how long a cable you need to run! Think of it as a tuner on steroids that 
constantly protects your precious tone.

Made for All Lighting Scenarios
Whether you’re performing on a truck bed in full sunlight, a dimly-lit tavern, or a stage with a massive 
light show, POLYTUNE 3’s super-bright 109-LED display features an ambient light detector that 
automatically adjusts the intensity to provide the perfect readout. 

Tuning Turn-On
How do you want to tune? POLYTUNE 3 lets you switch between true bypass and buffer modes, 
the latter giving you an “always on” option that keeps the tuner in full operation – even when your 
signal is not muted. Tuning made simple and more efficient than ever.
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Strum – Tune – Rock
POLYTUNE 3 provides high-precision tuning with just a quick strum, and the BONAFIDE BUFFER 
keeps you signal transparent and strong – no matter how many stomps you use, or how long your 
cable runs. Plus, you'll have the most-versatile polyphonic tuner on the market right at your toes.

Check out the amazing POLYTUNE 3 at your local TC ELECTRONIC dealer today, or get yours online 
and find out why top players all over the world have made it their #1 choice!

You Are Covered
We always strive to provide the best possible Customer Experience. Our products are made in our own 
MUSIC Tribe factory using state-of-the-art automation, enhanced production workflows and quality 
assurance labs with the most sophisticated test equipment available in the world. As a result, we have 
one of the lowest product failure rates in the industry, and we confidently back it up with a generous 
Warranty program.

https://www.musictri.be/
https://www.musictri.be/
https://r.music-group.com/r/warranty/P0CM0
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For service, support or more information contact the TC ELECTRONIC location nearest you:

Europe 
 MUSIC Tribe Brands UK Ltd.
Tel: +44156 273 2290 
Email:  CARECrea@music-group.com 

CAREEnte@music-group.com 
CARELife@music-group.com

USA/Canada 
 MUSIC Tribe Commercial NV Inc.
Tel: +1 702 800 8290 
Email:  CARECrea@music-group.com 

CAREEnte@music-group.com 
CARELife@music-group.com

Japan 
 MUSIC Tribe Services JP K.K.
Tel: +81 3 6231 0453 
Email:  CARECrea@music-group.com 

CAREEnte@music-group.com 
CARELife@music-group.com

MUSIC Tribe accepts no liability for any loss which may be suffered by any person who relies either wholly or in part upon any description, photograph, or statement contained herein.  
Technical specifications, appearances and other information are subject to change without notice. All trademarks are the property of their respective owners. MIDAS, KLARK TEKNIK,  
LAB GRUPPEN, LAKE, TANNOY, TURBOSOUND, TC ELECTRONIC, TC HELICON, BEHRINGER, BUGERA and COOLAUDIO are trademarks or registered trademarks of MUSIC Tribe Global  
Brands Ltd. © MUSIC Tribe Global Brands Ltd. 2018 All rights reserved.
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